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green dino 

grey elephant

plate, bowl & mug.
can be personalized with
14 lowercase letters.

yellow duck 

orange giraffe

yellow bee 

pink bunny, side facing

sprout turtle 

pink pig 

brown bear 

purple octopus 

blue whale

grey owl

lavender butterfly 
pink bunny 

blue car 

3pc dish sets

BA-100 
$62



blue car
BAB-100 Bl [9.5 x 8” h]

yellow duck
BAB-100 Ye [10 x 8” h]

blue car
BAF-100 Bl [10.25” x 9” h]

blue whale
BAB-100 BlWh [10.5 x 7” h]

brown bear
BAB-100 Br [9.25 x 9.5” h]

pink bunny
BAB-100 Pi [11.5 x 9.5” h]

pink bunny
BAF-100 Pi [12.5” x 9.5” h]

grey elephant
BAB-100 Grey [10 x 8” h]

lavender butterfly
BAB-100 La [9.5 x 7.5” h]

pink pig
BAB-100 PiPi [9.25 x 9.5” h] 

grey elephant
 BAF-100 Gr [9.75” x 8.25”h]

coin banks

picture frames
$44

$44

can be personalized with the first name & middle or last name &
date of birth in handwritten, lowercase letters.

can be personalized with the first name & middle or last name & date of
birth in handwritten, lowercase letters and uses a 3 x 3 picture.

orange giraffe
BAB-100 Or [7.5 x 12” h]



table lamps

BAL-041 $165
[base - 7” dia x 6” h]
[drum shade - 10” x 10” x 8” h]
[total - 15.5” h]

[drum shade - 10.5” x 10.5” x 9.5” h]
[total - 21.5”h]

available w/any character on white
design, personalization available upon
request, uses on/off bulb up to 100
watts 

sphere

cylinder

available w/any character on white
design, personalization available
upon request, uses on/off bulb up
to 100 watts
 

BAL-032 $165
[base - 11” h]

holiday plates
$29

8.5" dia plate. can be
personalized with a first

name. also available with an
easter egg (pink or blue),

menorah, valentine’s heart
or snowman (pink or blue).



all baby & kids ceramics are made from a white earthenware clay, are CPSIA compliant,
residential dishwasher safe and can be warmed in the microwave. all of our products are

made in the USA.
 

personalization is available on any ceramic; up to 14 lowercase letters on dish sets &
lamps; date of birth (up to 15 lowercase letters) can also be included on picture frames &
banks. all orders must be received in writing to ensure accuracy in personalization. mugs

cannot be ordered individually.
 

drop shipping available & gift cards included at no charge. since we make everything by
hand please allow 2 - 3 weeks to ship.

 
$250 minimum on opening orders. orders over $500 are eligible for 1 free personalized

plate, bowl, picture frame or coin bank depending on the order. personalized orders must
be paid in full (including

shipping costs) before goods are shipped and cannot be cancelled once lettering has
begun. payment by check or credit card (Visa or MasterCard) is accepted.

 
damaged goods- either production flaws or damaged in shipping- must be reported

within 5 days of receiving goods and must be kept in the original packaging for retrieval
by our shipper. returns only accepted on defective merchandise and must be reported

within 5 days of receiving goods.
shipping costs are non-refundable. because each piece is unique, the measurements and
colors shown on all ceramics are approximate. no two pieces are identical and colors and

sizes may vary slightly. 

$190
pink bunny BAL-050 Pi [total - 21” h]
grey elephant BAL-050 Grey [total - 20” h]
lavender butterfly BAL-050 LaBu [total - 20” h]
orange giraffe BAL-050 Or [total - 22” h]
blue car BAL-050 Bl [total - 19” h]
yellow duck BAL-050 Ye [total - 19” h]
blue whale BAL-050 BlWh [total - 19” h]

available w/oval shade [7 x 10.5 top, 8 x 11.5 bottom x 9” h],
ceramic base is 5 x 8 x 1.25” h, uses on/off bulb up to 100
watts, personalization available upon request.

figure lamps


